Breakout into Learning

Creating Digital Breakouts for Your Classroom
What is a Digital Breakout?

- It is a tool.
- A puzzle/game
- It can be
  - An introduction
  - A lesson
  - A review
- It is a way to engage students
Why use a Digital Breakout?

- Engagement
- Student driven learning
- Break from the status quo
What do you need to make a digital breakout?

Time
Creativity
Patience
Access to technology
So what do they look like?

Napoleon Breakout
Middle Ages Breakout
Breakout Form
Getting Started

- Select a topic or concept you would like your students to learn about or review.
- Decide on concepts or ideas you want to emphasize in your breakout.
- Develop an attention getter/backstory (helps to draw students in).
Google Sites

- Can use a different website creator if you don’t have access to sites.
- Advantages
- Disadvantage
Tools/Building the Breakout

- Screencastify
- Puzzlemaker
- Jigsaw Planet
- Edpuzzle
- Breakout edu
- Breakout edu Digital Sandbox
- Giphy
Google Forms

- Can build a locked form
  - Will not let students submit the form until all answers are correct
- Success message
Challenges

- Technology issues
- Student issues
Questions and Playtime
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